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CROY 3000 

Features 

MODELS    Description 

CROY-3000  “ Croissant “ line with 550 mm usable cutting conveyor belt  

OPTIONS   

T/U-3000  By-pass powered conveyor belt option  

R/T-3000  Cutting – rollers  including discs,  sizes upon request  

Automatic « croissant » line  

 Steel structural frame on casters. 
 Partially painted and partially stainless steel outer panel-

ing.  
 Cutting width: 550 mm 
 Dough calibrator to confer uniformity to thickness of 

dough sheet and to join dough pieces each other in or-
der to avoid any waste between the head and the ex-
tremity of dough pieces. 

 Calibrating cylinders with mm 60 mm diameter and 0÷15 
mm opening.  

 Cutting head of dough sheet in 2 stages to avoid any 
sticking to mould. 

 Differentiated speed of conveyor belts to convoy pieces 
into the rolling-up device with regularity. 

 Pre-arrangement for application of interchangeable cut-
ting rollers and easily to replace.  

 Dough-waste collecting device with a waste-basket 
placed under the cutting head unit. 

 Rolling-up device for croissants with adjustable levers 
for the opening of cylinders and conveyor belts in order 
to shape products  according to size and consistency 
required. 

CROY-3000  “ croissant” unit  is a modern and versatile automatic machine that allows not only croissants of any shape to be 
made but also allows the dough to be only cut  - through a suitable by-pass conveyor belt -  in  order to have various shapes and 
sizes of dough pieces to process subsequently. 

Detail of cutting head unit  Detail of  T/U-3000 option 

Options and cutting-rollers  

 Stainless steel structural frame.  
 
 T/U-3000: Powered conveyor belt to collect dough pieces 

cut,  in by-passing the rolling up. 
 
 CUTTING-ROLLERS COMPLETE WITH DISCS to make 

dough pieces such as: triangle- (croissants), square– 
shaped, round, and oval figures with sizes according to 
needs. 
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CROY 3000 Automatic «croissant» line 

Net weight - kg  600 

Absorbed power - kW 2 

Approximate  hourly  output 

- on three rows  1800 pcs from 80 to 100 g 

- on four  rows  2400 pcs from 75 to  85 g 

- on five   rows  3000 pcs from 45 to  65 g 

- on six    rows  3600 pcs from 25 to 45 g 

- on seven rows 4200 pcs from 12 to  25 g 

Sizes of cutting-rollers 

Shape 
Dimensions 
Minime mm 

Dimensions  
Massime 

T/C - TRIANGLE – Base x Height 60x69 300x275 

T/Q - SQUARE  –  Side  ** 60x60 275x275 

T/RE - RECTANGLE - Sides  ** 60 275 

T/RO - ROUND - Diameter ** 60 550 

T/O - OVAL - diameters ** 60 550 

All sizes between min./max. allowed  

T/RC - ROUND & TOOTHED EDGE-Diam. 60 550 

Scheme of a triangle-shaped cut  (croissants) 

6-raw triangle- 
shaped  cut  

Rectangle-shaped 
cut  

Round cut and  
smooth or toothed 

edge  

TECHNICAL DATA AND DIMENSIONS  

** by-pass conveyor belt option recommended  

3-raw triangle- 
shaped cut  

ROLLING UP  UNIT 

BY-PASS  CONVEYOR BELT (option) 

CUTTING HEAD UNIT 

CALIBRATOR 


